8 gang

This listing is for part or sub-assembly number given below only. These latest feature is that the
green backlight of the switch panel will be automatically adjusted according to the brightness of
the environment. The switch panel only 4. Fit for all 12VV vehicles, can fit different types of
truck, Jeep, car, utv, atv, boat, off-road, motorcycle, etc. Two types of mounting bracket, you
can install it anywhere you need. You can customize your personal switch panel with 50pcs
self-adhesive labels. The best way to clean up all the wiring and add a single panel to control
everything. We accept PayPal only. If you have bought multiple items from me, you can send me
one payment for all the items instead of paying for them individually. When you click the Pay
Now button, eBay will automatically determine if there are other items you have won or
purchased from me and will combine them for your review. We do not cover any customs tax or
VAT. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or
tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel.
Check if this part fits your vehicle. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge.
Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee opens in new window or tab. Seller information ledkingmall Contact seller. Visit store. See other
items More See all. Item Information Condition:. Sign in to check out Check out as guest. Make
Offer. Resume making your offer , if the page does not update immediately. Add to Watchlist
Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. May not ship to Ukraine - Read item description or
contact seller for shipping options. See details. Item location:. Ships to:. This amount is subject
to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program
terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs
duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping
Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Any international shipping is
paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International
shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or
tab Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn
More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes
Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 Carousel. Add to cart to save with this special offer. If you Buy It Now, you'll only be purchasing
this item. If you'd like to get the additional items you've selected to qualify for this offer, close
this window and add these items to your cart. Buy only this item Close this window. Report item
- opens in a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy
and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and
accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for
this listing. My Garage. Go to My Garage. Please wait. We were unable to complete your request.
Please try again later. This part is not compatible with this. Compatibility information is not
available for this item. Oops, something went wrong. This part is compatible with below vehicle
s. This part is compatible with below vehicle s matching this. A quantity of 2 is recommended.
Portions of the information contained in this table have been provided by ledkingmall.
LEDKingMall ledkingmall Search within store. Items On Sale. Store category. Sign Up Now! You
may also like. Product Description. Specifications: Item: 8 gang switch panel electronic relay
system. Car Make: volt vehicle. Light Color: Backlight color in green, power-on indicate light
color in red. Panel Size: 4. Circuit Box Size: 4. Maximum Total Current: 60A. Backlight Dimmable
Function: Yes, backlight brightness adjusted automatically by the surrounding environment.
Customize your personal switch panel with 50pcs self-adhesive labels. All in one design, no
need to buy extra parts. Delivery details. Notice: 1. We do everything we can to ship your orders
out as soon as possible. Shipping and Handling: We process orders within one business day
after the payment was clear. We may ship your order s from different warehouses for expedited
delivery as we utilize alternative warehouses across the Continental United States. You may
upgrade to UPS 3-day Selected which delivery time is typically business days. Please be noted
that, this service is more recommended for Monday-Thursday orders. Both are the same
products and same warranty. Duties and taxes may apply. Please check with your country's
custom and eBay policy for more information. Terms of sales. We appreciate your business and
strived to improve our customer service and our commitment to quality. We will leave a positive
feedback immediately after payment is received. We appreciate a positive feedback as much as
you do. If for some reason there is any issue with the purchase, please contact us prior to
leaving feedback, and we will be glad to work with you to have it resolved. About us. Ou r day
Satisfaction Guarantee assures our customers that they will receive all orders promptly and
exactly as described. In addition, it allows customers to return new and unused products in
their original factory condition for any reason within 30 days from the date of purchase. All
returns must be pre-approved and have a return merchandise authorization RMA number.

Unauthorized returns will not be accepted. Buyers are responsible for appropriate packing,
returning shipping cost, insurance and returning the item in "new" condition. Used items will
not be accepted for return. We will replace the returning item with an identical item, issue a full
store credit or a full refund. Contact us. All emails will be responded to within 24 hours during
business days. Specifications: Panel Size: 4. Dimmable brightness of the background lighting
color 2. Customize your personal switch panel with 50pcs self-adhesive labels 4. Two types of
mounting bracket, you can install it anywhere you need 6. Shipping and handling. The seller has
not specified a shipping method to Ukraine. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab
and request shipping to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid
ZIP Code. Shipping to: United States. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be
shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more opens in a new window or tab. There are 50 items available. Please enter a number less than or
equal to Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling
time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. Payment details.
Payment methods. Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:.
Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in
a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image
not available Photos not available for this variation. Store category Sign Up Now! Backlight
Dimmable Function: Yes, backlight brightness adjusted automatically by the surrounding
environment 2. Delivery details Notice: 1. Terms of sales 1. About us Ou r day Satisfaction
Guarantee assures our customers that they will receive all orders promptly and exactly as
described. Feedback Specifications: Panel Size: 4. Skip to main content. You can return the item
for any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free
returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the return Select the return method
Ship it! Fastest delivery: Friday, Feb 26 Order within 4 hrs Details. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure
transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our
payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships
from. Sold by. Genuine Marine Systems. Genuine Marine 12V 8 Gang Include Add a Protection
Plan:. Malfunctions covered after the manufacturer's warranty. Power surges covered from day
one. Most claims approved within minutes. We will send you an Amazon e-gift card for the
purchase price of your covered product. In some cases, we will replace or repair it. Add No
Thanks. Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Visit the Genuine Marine Store. Color: blue. This fits
your. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. These items are
shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. FREE Shipping. Ships from and sold
by Amazon. Featured items you may like. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next
page. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Here's how restrictions apply. See
questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system
considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It
also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images.
Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem
filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Color: blue Verified Purchase. I love this
switch panel! I purchased the 8 switch panel with USB, Power outlet, voltage meter, and lighter.
The major issue I see is that all 12 ground connections are jumpered together terminating in one
wire connection while the positive wires have four termination points with a 15amp fuse on each
one. I solved this by removing the jumpered ground wires and separating the grounds into
multiple connections from the panel. I also isolated the power outlet and lighter because if used
heavily they tend to pull more amperage than the rest of the panel might. Using my boats fuse
panel makes finding blown fuses and replacing them much easier. I just hope others realize that
it could be a fire hazard if they run too much amperage through it without modifying the wiring
first. Hope this helps. Let me start off by saying that the instructions that came with the panel
are not clear. I did not tamper with any of the wires but while installing I tested to make sure the
lights were working. After a few seconds the entire system started smoking and nearly started a
fire see pictures of the wiring. I am not sure whether this was a bad unit since all of the other
reviews are high, but I can tell you that while I was testing the unit it was isolated and had just
been taken it out of the box. The only thing that I can see evidence of after inspection is that the
unprotected cigarette lighter has bare metal exposed unlike everything else, leaving it greatly at
risk of touching another wire while you are testing. Thankfully no serious injuries, only minor
burns, but this could have been much, much worse. Buyer beware! Images in this review. This
switch panel looks fantastic on my boat! I initially was concerned about whether is included the
switches with the panel, but it did! I ordered the 8 gang version with the blue led lights and it
was exactly what I needed to expand the electrical switches for accessories on my boat. Was
easy to install and came with all the components I needed. I also liked that it came with the

pre-printed labels stickers. They came with 3 separate 35 amp fuse connections to split between
the 8 terminals and 4 gauges so you are no overloading on 1 circuit. One person found this
helpful. Color: red Verified Purchase. Items using DC power are not very unforgiving, make sure
you follow color codes for wiring and the install will be simple and pain free, great product, wish
I had shopped here first. We had a real bad time offshore when this panel failed, cables melted
and both bilge pumps heated and burnt. Product LOOKS good, but it is not reliable, this
incident ocurred on the 3rd fishing trip after installed. By Salvador Garcia on September 8, See
all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Excellent services. Report abuse. I have not
installed the 8 gang switch panel yet because of covid Item was as described and arrived early.
What other items do customers buy after viewing this item? Pages with related products. See
and discover other items: Best black lights for boats , Best fog lights for cars , Best fishing
black lights for boats. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about
Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon
Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of
songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage
from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account.
AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go.
ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer
Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can
trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Your question might
be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make
sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. All in one designed
circuit breaker along with the wiring and it is the best way to clean up all wires in your vehicle,
ensuring you to connect the light bars or accessories easily. Mount the Switch Panel Screen
with brackets onto the chosen position of the driver's cab. Specialized vehicles - Fire engine,
police cars, rescue vehicle, communication vehicle etc. Skip to main content. You can return the
item for any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free
returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the return Select the return method
Ship it! Fastest delivery: Thursday, Feb 25 Order within 4 hrs Details. In Stock. Add to Cart.
Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and
privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn
more. To hide it, choose Ship in Amazon Packaging at Checkout. Ships from. Sold by. Include
Add a Protection Plan:. Plan starts on the date of purchase. Product breakdowns and
malfunctions are covered after manufacturer's warranty. No additional costs for repairs - parts,
labor, and shipping are all included. Cancel anytime, full refund in the first 30 days. Allstate
Protection Plans serviced by SquareTrade, an Allstate company are only valid for new or
Amazon certified refurbished products purchased at Amazon in the last 30 days. Add No
Thanks. Add a gift receipt for easy returns. About this item This fits your. Make it a bundle. We
found 7 bundles with this item:. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. This bundle
contains 3 items. This bundle contains 2 items. Next page. Frequently bought together. Add all
three to Cart Add all three to List. Sold by Yvoone-auto and ships from Amazon Fulfillment.
FREE Shipping. Sold by LanHong and ships from Amazon Fulfillment. Customers who viewed
this item also viewed. Featured items you may like. Register a free business account. Have a
question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later.
Product information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? What other
items do customers buy after viewing this item? See questions and answers. Customer reviews.
How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is
and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top
reviews. Top reviews from the United States. Translate all reviews to English. There was a
problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. The entire idea
behind installing this is to eliminate unnecessary wires and runs of wiring. Besides that one
huge drawback it functions as described. It would have been nice if the company would have
just build the light control circuit into the pad. Overall excellent product easy to install, the
switch panel itself is made from aluminum very sturdy. The fuse box and 60 amp circuit breaker
Work well so far. Only complaint would be the poor installation instructions. FYI little red wire is
power for switch panel! The white wire is for dimming the switch panel backlighting. Loved
them only wish you could dim with it. Great product still. One person found this helpful. It was
getting hard to squeeze in another switch. This puts the relays under the hood and the switches
on the dash. EZ to install, the store was fast with there shipping. Package was really nice. Don't
know what more you could ask for. This is a serious value for an 8 gang remote switch. It works

now with no issues but I had to send the first one I received back as it was faulty. The
replacement works great. This is a decent buy. Very well packaged and more than I was
expecting,maybe I didnt fully read the description my fault but looks to be everything I need
minus some wire no big deal and its built out of stout metal not chinsy plastic honestly I'm very
impressed can't wait to hook it up and finally have my lighting functional. Images in this review.
Explicar mejor que no requiere elevadores de corriente. El dispositivo trae todo. Translate
review to English. Found a convenient place under hood with clearance. After mounting and
running a few master wires, tested and was very pleased. Adding lights and accessories was a
breeze after that with no more need for under dash wiring. See all reviews. There's
brake rotor runout limit
waterproof fuse relay box
polaris winch parts diagram
a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery
with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a
language for shopping. Details Sorry. You are not eligible for this coupon. Compact and
universal design, Super clean and easy to install, Safe and durable, All come in one box.
Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage
customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web.
Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon
Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview
Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands.
Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified.
Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it
in, give it a second life.

